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Presents Native American teachings through the
author's review of his life in the Adirondacks,
exploring the importance of being one with the earth,
the need to respect nature, and the concept of time
in the natural world.
Beach Ridge Archeology of Cape
KrusensternEskimo and Pre-Eskimo Settlements
Around Kotzebue Sound, Alaska
A thumb print left at the scene of a grisly murder. Fingerprints
taken from a getaway car used in a bank robbery. A palm
print recovered from the shattered glass door of a burglarized
home. Indeed, where crimes are committed, careless
perpetrators will invariably leave behind the critical pieces of
evidence—most likely in the form of fingerprints—needed to
catch and convict them. But the science of fingerprint
identification isn’t always as cut and dry as detective novels
and movies make it out to be. Quantitative-Qualitative Friction
Ridge Analysis, a new book in the ongoing Practical Aspects
of Criminal and Forensic Investigations series, examines the
latest methods and techniques in the science of friction ridge
identification, or ridgeology. David R. Ashbaugh examines
every facet of the discipline, from the history of friction ridge
identification and its earliest pioneers and researchers, to the
scientific basis and the various steps of the identification
process. The structure and growth of friction skin and how it
can leave latent or visible prints are examined, as well as
advanced identification methods in ridgeology, including
Poroscopy, Edgeoscopy, Pressure Distortion and Complex or
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Problem Print Analysis. The book, which features several
detailed illustrations and photographs, also includes a new
method for Palmar Flexion Crease Identification (palm lines)
designed by the author and which has helped solve several
criminal cases where fingerprints were not available. For
crime scene technicians, forensic identification specialists, or
anyone else pursuing a career in forensic science, this book
is arguably the definitive source in the science of friction ridge
identification.
John Rollin Ridge is the first full-length biography of a
Cherokee whose best revenge was in writing well. A cross
between Lord Byron, the romantic poet who made
thingsøhappen, and Joaquin Murieta, the legendary bandit he
would immortalize, John Rollin Ridge was a controversial,
celebrated, and self-cast exile. Ridge was born to a prominent
Cherokee Indian family in 1827, a tumultuous and violent time
when the state of Georgia was trying to impose its
sovereignty on the Cherokee Nation and whites were
pressing against its borders. James W. Parins places Ridge
in the circle of his family and recreates the circumstances
surrounding the assassination of his father (before his eyes)
and his grandfather and uncle by rival Cherokees, led by
John Ross. Eventful chapters portray the boy?s flight with his
mother and her family to Arkansas, his classical education
there, his killing of a Ross loyalist and subsequent exile in
California during the gold rush, his talent as a romantic poet
and author, and his career as a journalist. To the end of his
life, Ridge advocated the Cherokees? assimilation into white
society.

Here is a complete guide to the collection,
classification, and comparison of friction skin prints
and the determination of identity and nonidentity. It
discusses: the cause and significance of variations in
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prints; the importance of class characteristics in
print; the application of probability in decision
making; and photographic techniques and
considerations.
Results of research conducted between 1956 and
1965.
Includes section "Book reviews".
The first definitive study of a Civil War battle in the TransMississippi shows how the battle of Pea Ridge in
northwestern Arkansas dramatically altered the balance
of power and helped ensure Union victory
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